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Abstract

Americans are more polarized than ever, and reside
in increasingly separated ideological echo chambers.
The news media is a polarizing force that contributes
to this problem by presenting different analysis and
coverage of events. This paper presents Keous, a tool
to mitigate media bias by presenting articles on the
same topic with different perspectives. Keous enables
users to see different sides of every story to miti-
gate the bias of the news media, reduce the effects
of ideological echo chambers, and facilitate diversity
of thought. It finds articles on the same topic by
fine-tuning BERT using triplet loss between headline
and body texts to create semantically dense headline
embeddings, and then performs OPTICS clustering
on those embeddings. It uses another BERT model
to perform state of the art targeted sentiment analy-
sis on Sentihood (general only) and the newly created
US Political News dataset. Within each topic cluster,
the most dis-similar articles in opinion are selected
using a novel dis-similarity function.

1 Introduction

Americans are growing increasingly polarized, ac-
cording to a 2014 survey by the Pew Research Center
1. As the median conservative and liberal grow apart,
animosity and distrust grow. The same survey found
that 27% of Democrats and 36% of Republicans view
the other party as a threat to the well being of the na-
tion. This polarization can have serious consequences
such as in elections [2].

1https://www.people-press.org/2014/06/12/

political-polarization-in-the-american-public

The news media’s coverage of events can be a driver
of polarization through the way it describes and an-
alyzes events. This paper presents Keous, a tool to
mitigate media bias by finding articles on the same
topic with different perspectives. The goal of this
system is to show users multiple viewpoints to reduce
political echo chambers and polarization and promote
diversity of thought.

In this paper, an article’s meaningful content is de-
fined as the entities within (people or groups). Keous
aims to analyze the way an article refers to these
entities to categorize the article’s perspective. Con-
sider the sentences “Donald Trump is awesome, but
Bernie sucks!” and “Warren for life! Never Trump”.
They have targeted sentiments of {Donald Trump:
1, Bernie: -1} and {Warren: 1, Trump: -1}, which
are used to define perspective in a matrix of entity
sentiments. On both the benchmark dataset Senti-
Hood [14] and the newly created US Political News
dataset, Keous achieves state of the art results in tar-
geted sentiment analysis. All code used can be found
in the publicly available repository on GitHub 2.

The processing pipeline of Keous is as follows:
scrape news websites to collect articles, generate
headline embeddings and create clusters, predict sen-
timent, link entities, and create pairs.

2 Related work

2.1 News media bias mitigation

Only two similar works exist. AllSides, an online
news aggregator, uses preexisting left-right source
leanings to display an article from a left and a right

2https://github.com/Keous/keous
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source on the same topic. This does not allow for
articles to have different stances than the outlet that
made it, only compares on the left-right spectrum,
and has human bias.

NewsCube from Park et al. 2009 [13] defines the
content using aspects, which are found through term
frequency weighting. Articles on the same aspect
with different viewpoints (also calculated with term
weighting) are then presented.

2.2 Targeted Sentiment analysis

Sentiment analysis was first pioneered by Pang et al.
in 2002 [4], which branched into ABSA (aspect based
sentiment analysis) to find a fine-grained sentiment
associated with a specific aspect, like price or safety.
TABSA (targeted aspect based sentiment analysis)
was then proposed by Saeidi et al. in 2016 [14] with
SentiHood, which takes the aspects from ABSA and
applies them to specific targets. The current state
of the art on TABSA was achieved by Sun et al. in
2019 with BERT-pair [15] on Sentihood which will be
compared to Keous.

Sentiment analysis on Twitter data was started by
Go et al. in 2009 [7], and in 2011 Jiang et al. [10]
noted that 40% of errors in Twitter sentiment analy-
sis came from not considering targets. They created a
rules-based method for targeted sentiment analysis.
This led to top targeted sentiment analysis models
like TDParse [17] and the target dependant and tar-
get connection LSTMs [16].

Sentiment analysis in the news domain has lit-
tle prior work, but in 2004 Grefenstette et al. [8]
performed targeted sentiment analysis using lexical
methods. They do not provide a benchmark for com-
parison.

3 Creation of US Political
News dataset

To accurately predict targeted entity sentiment for
categorizing perspective, a training dataset is needed
in the domain of news media. 100 articles over the
last 12 years were selected with 20 from the New York
Times, 30 from CNN, and 50 from Fox News.

3.1 Procedure

Named entities were tagged using spaCy [9], and for
each named entity workers on Amazon Mechanical
Turk (MTurk) were asked to identify the way the ar-
ticle tries to make that entity appear in one of five
categories: Very positive, Positive Neutral/NA, Neg-
ative, and Very negative. Annotators were instructed
to use Neutral/NA when the sentiment towards the
entity was neutral or simply did not exist.

Articles were each annotated by one reviewer. Ar-
ticles whose sentiments were all marked the same or
left blank were thrown out. After removing articles,
92 were left: 46 from Fox News, 29 from CNN, and
17 from the New York Times.

3.2 Dataset

The 92 articles have 6871 entities tagged with the fol-
lowing breakdown of sentiment: Very negative: 526,
Negative: 1506, Neutral/NA: 2755, Positive: 1506,
Very positive: 966. The strong skew towards Neu-
tral/NA is mostly due to the tagger marking entities
that are not relevant to the sentiment of the sen-
tence. For example, ”Joe Biden’s America is safer
than ever” would have the targeted sentiments {Joe
Biden: 2, America: 0}.

4 Methods

In this paper, an article’s meaningful content to de-
fined by the entities within (people or groups), and
the following sections describe how Keous uses this
definition to create pairs on the same topic with
opposing opinion. Keous makes use of pre-trained
BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representation from
Transformers) [6] models. BERT is pretrained on a
large corpus with a masked language model where it
predicts hidden words, and a next sentence predic-
tion model where it predicts if one sentence follows
after the other. It makes use of a bidirectional trans-
former stack and mutliheaded self attention to create
context dependant word embeddings. Keous uses the
BERT Base model, with 12 layers and a hidden layer
size of 768.
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4.1 Topic Clustering

Popular topic modeling options like LDA [3] are not
fine-grained enough for the task of grouping news
threads. Simple word co-occurrence is too simple to
encode complex semantic relationships used in news
headlines. By fine tuning a BERT model using triplet
loss, the semantic density of the headline embedding
is maximized. Triplet loss is defined by the equa-
tion below, where a is the anchor input, p is positive
input, and n is negative input.

L(a, p, n) = max{d(ai, pi)− d(ai, ni) + margin, 0}

This loss function ensures that the positive output
will be closer to the anchor than the negative. The
anchor is set as the body text of a news article, the
positive to be the corresponding headline, and the
negative to be a headline from a different article.
This maximizes the difference between headline body
pairs, providing headline embeddings that encode the
most relevant information for clustering. The net-
work was trained on 20,000 articles over 2 epochs with
a learning rate of 3e−5 and a mean pooling strategy.
The OPTICS algorithm [1] with min samples = 4
was chosen to create the topics.

4.2 Targeted Sentiment Analysis

To predict sentiment, the BERT body-level embed-
dings trained in 4.1 were used as the basis for tar-
geted sentiment analysis with a 5 output linear layer
with softmax activation and a dropout layer. Train-
ing data from the US Political News dataset was split
into paragraphs, and for each entity in a paragraph it
was copied and the entity replaced with [TARGET].
For example, Alice and Bob went for a walk would
be split into two samples: [TARGET] and Bob went
for a walk and Alice and [TARGET] went for a walk.
The dataset is shuffled and split into a train and test
set. The model is trained over 6 epochs with a learn-
ing rate of 2e − 5 with a linear warmup over 10% of
the training steps, and a dropout probability of 0.5.

4.3 Entity Linking

The same entities must be linked together for ac-
curate comparison between articles. Future work

could use neural models like [11]. Keous uses a sim-
ple method knowledge base method using Neural-
Coref (based on [5]): for each coreference cluster all
stop words are removed and the remaining words are
counted: {Harris: 11, Kamala Harris: 3, Sen. Ka-
mala Harris: 1, HARRIS: 1}. The mention cluster is
vectorized by the weighted average of word2vec [12]
vectors V ∈ Rn×d and mention vectors M ∈ Rn (en-
tity counts) where d is the dimensions of the em-
bedding and n is the number of groups in the cluster.
This computation is written most efficiently as M ·V .

To load a document into the knowledge base, each
mention cluster is vectorized as described above, then
cosine similarity is computed with all other mention
clusters in the knowledge base. The highest similar-
ity cluster in the knowledge base is chosen, and the
mention counts are combined ({Obama: 11, Barrack
Obama: 3} + {Obama: 7, Barrack Obama: 2, For-
mer President Obama: 1} would become {Obama:
18, Barrack Obama: 5, Former President Obama:
1}). If no existing mention cluster is found simi-
lar enough (defined by the parameter min cos link,
set to 0.85) then the current cluster is added to the
knowledge base for the future.

Once the knowledge base is constructed, entity ma-
trices can be created. Two matrices initially filled
with zeros are created: sentiment,mention ∈ Ra×n

where a is the number of articles being processed
and n is the number of clusters. The sentiment
matrix holds the total sentiment, and the mention
matrix holds the total mentions. For each entity
in an article, the most similar mention cluster is
found in the knowledge base. For an entity in ar-
ticle i whose knowledge base mention is j with a
sentiment s, the following operations are performed:
sentiment[i][j] += s and mention[i][j] += 1.

4.4 Pair Selection

The stance of an article can be represented by the en-
tities {e0, e,1 , ..., en}, given that for each entity there
is a sentiment Si ∈ (−1, 1) and a weight (occurrences
in the article) Wi ∈ N. This paper presents a new
opinion dis-similarity function between two articles
with indices a and b.
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D(Sa,Wa, Sb,Wb) =
∑
i=0

ŴaiŴbi|Sai − Sbi|

Where Sa,Wa, Sb,Wb ∈ Rn are selected as slices
from the sentiment and mention matrices created in
section 4.3.

This can be thought of as absolute difference in
opinion (

∑
|Sai − Sbi|) weighted by cosine similarity

(
∑

ŴaiŴbi). The weighting is to make sure that a
difference in opinion is meaningful in the article. Dis-
similarity is computed pairwise amongst all articles in
each topic cluster, and the highest pair in each with
a minimum entity cosine similarity of min cos topic
(set to 0.5) are selected.

5 Experiments

5.1 Targeted Sentiment analysis

Keous is compared to the current state of the art
model on Sentihood, BERT-pair [15] which gener-
ates auxiliary sentences and evaluates them using
BERT [6]. Keous will also be compared to TDParse
[17], a top Twitter targeted sentiment analysis model
that uses a heavily feature engineered linear SVM.
Spacy’s neural parser [9] is used for dependancy pars-
ing. All models are compared on accuracy and macro
averaged f1 score. The neural methods (Keous and
BERT-pair) are averaged over 5 runs.

Sentihood, created by Saeidi et al. [14] contains
aspect-level sentiments for targeted entities. For
comparison only the general sentiment for each target
entity is used, and all sentences with the sentiment
None1 are left out, making a binary classification be-
tween Positive and Negative.

Model Accuracy F1
Keous 96.1 94.0

BERT-pair-QA-M 92.7 80.1
TDParse 83.0 74.0

Table 1: Performance on benchmark dataset Senti-
hood [14]

On the US Political News dataset, Keous is com-
pared on a 5-way sentiment scale between Very pos-
itive, Positive Neutral/NA, Negative, and Very neg-
ative. TDParse cannot be compared on this non-
binary classification task.

Model Accuracy F1
Keous 46.2 31.2

BERT-pair-QA-M 39.5 30.4
TDParse - -

Table 2: Performance on Us Political News dataset

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a method to mitigate media bias
by showing articles on the same topic with differ-
ent perspectives, making use of novel headline-body
triplet loss to create semantically dense headline em-
beddings, state of the art targeted sentiment analy-
sis on in-domain and benchmark data, a simple en-
tity linker, and a novel dis-similarity function. The
pairs generated by Keous will be posted at https:

//www.keous.ai weekly, where they can be read by
the general public.
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